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Abstract. This paper is devoted to the study of convergence properties of distances between points and the existence 
and uniqueness of best proximity and fixed points of the so-called semi-cyclic impulsive self-mappings on the union 
of a number of nonempty subsets in metric spaces. The concept of semi-cyclic self- mappings generalizes the well-
known of cyclic ones in the sense that the iterated sequences built through such mappings are allowed to have images 
located in the same subset as its pre-image. The self-mappings under study may be impulsive since eventually being 
composite mappings involving two self-mappings, one of them being eventually discontinuous so that the formalism 
can potentially be applied to the study of stability of a class of impulsive differential equations and their discrete 
counterparts. Some application examples are also given. 
 
1. Introduction 
Fixed Point Theory has an increasing interest in research in the last years especially because of its high 
richness in bringing together several fields of Mathematics including classical and functional Analysis,    
topology and geometry, [1-8]. There are many fields for the potential application of this rich theory in 
Physics, Chemistry and Engineering, as for instance, because of its usefulness for the study of existence, 
uniqueness and stability of the equilibrium points and for the study of the convergence of state- solution 
trajectories of differential/difference equations and continuous, discrete, hybrid and fuzzy dynamic 
systems as well as the study of the convergence of iterates associated to the solutions. A basic key point 
in this context is that fixed points are equilibrium points of solutions of most of many of the above 
problems. Fixed Point Theory has also been investigated in the context of the so-called cyclic self-
mappings, [8-13]. One of the relevant problems under study in Fixed Point Theory is that associated with 
−p cyclic mappings which are defined on the union of a number of nonempty subsets XAi ⊂ ; 
{ }p,...,,pi 21=∈∀ of metric ( )d,X or Banach spaces ( ),X . There is an abundant background 
literature concerning non-expansive, non-spreading and contractive −p cyclic self-
mappings UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  A key point in the study of contractive cyclic self-mappings is that if 
the subsets iA  for pi∈ are disjoint then the convergence of the sequence of iterates nn Txx =+1 ; 
+∈∀ 0Zn  { }( )00 ∪= ++ ZZ  , U pi iAx ∈∪0 is only possible to best proximity points.  The existence of 
such fixed points, its uniqueness and associated properties is studied rigorously in [11-13] in the 
framework of uniformly convex metric spaces. This paper is focused on the study of the properties of 
iterated sequences nn xTx =+1 ; +∈∀ 0Zn for any given U pi iAx ∈∈0 generated from nonexpansive and, 
in particular, contractive −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-mappings ( ) UUo pi ipi i AATTT ∈∈−+ →≡ : , 
where XAi ⊂ ; pi∈∀  and  ( )d,X  is a metric space, and  
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 (1) UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈− →: is a nonexpansive, or contractive, −p semi-cyclic self-mapping in the 
sense that ( ) 1+∪⊆ iii AAAT ; pi∈∀  (being, in particular)  a −p cyclic self-mapping if 
( ) 1+⊆ ii AAT ; pi∈∀ ); and 
 (2) UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈+ →: satisfies a condition of the type 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )yT,xTdyT,xTmyTT,xTTd −−−−−+−+ ≤  for U pi iAy,x ∈∈ and some given bounded function ( ) ( ) +∈∈ →× 0: RUU pi ipi i AAm .      
 
The properties of boundedness and convergence of distances are studied in metric spaces while those of 
the iterated sequences nn xTx =+1 ; +∈∀ 0Zn , are studied in uniformly convex Banach spaces.  On the 
other hand, the boundedness of the sequences of distances between consecutive iterates is guaranteed for 
nonexpansive −p semi-cyclic self–mappings while its convergence is proved for asymptotically 
contractive −p semi-cyclic self –mappings. In this case, it is proven that a limit set of  such sequences 
exists which contains best proximity points if the asymptotically contractive −p semi-cyclic self–
mapping is asymptotically −p cyclic, ( )d,X is a complete metric space which is also a uniformly 
convexBanach space ( ),X and the subsets XAi ⊂ ; pi∈∀  are nonempty, closed and convex.                                                   
 
2. Nonexpansive and contractive semi-cyclyc and cyclic impulsive self-mappings 
Consider a metric space ( )d,X  and a composite self-mapping UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  of the form 
−+= TTT o (abbreviated in the following simply as −+= TTT ) , where iA ; pi∈  are ( )2≥p  nonempty 
closed subsets of X  with iinp AA ≡+ ; pi∈∀ , +∈∀ 0Zn of distance ( ) 0≥= ji A,AdD  between any two 
distinct subsets iA and jA  of X ; ( ) pij,i ∈≠∀ . Some useful types of such composite self-mappings for 
applications together with some of their properties in metric spaces are studied in this paper according to 
the following set of definitions: 
 
Definition 2.1. The composite self-mapping UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is said to be −p semi-cyclic if the 
following conditions hold: 
 
1) UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈− →:  is such that 1+− ⊆ ii AAT ; pi∈∀   
2) UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈+ →:  is such 1++ ∪⊆ iii AAAT ; pi∈∀   
3) ( ) ( ) ( )DKy,xdKyT,xTd −+≤≤ −− 10 ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀  for some real constant +∈ 0RK  
4) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )yT,xTdyT,xTmyTT,xTTdTy,Txd −−−−−+−+ ≤=  ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀  for 
some function ( ) ( ) +∈∈ →× 0: RUU pi ipi i AAm .                                                                                     □ 
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Composite, in general non-continuous,  self-mappings satisfying Definition 2.1 will be referred to in the 
following simply as semi-cyclic impulsive self- mappings because of its usefulness in describing mixed 
nonexpansive/contractive properties together with impulsive effects. See the conditions 3 and 4 of 
Definition 2.1. Examples are given later on in the paper concerning their application to the stability  
impulsive differential and difference equations and  dynamic systems.  Thus, the composite self-mapping 
of Definition 2.1 is being referred to be a −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-mapping. Such a self-mapping  
is more general than the so-called −p cyclic self-mapping UU pi ipi i AATT ∈∈− →= : ( so that +T  is 
identity) with 1+⊆ ii ATA ; pi∈∀  (thus, ii ATA ⊆  is not allowed in cyclic self-mappings while it is 
allowed in semi-cyclic ones). Further particular specifications of −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-
mappings are given in the subsequent definitions: 
 
Definition 2.2. The −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-mapping UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is said to be 
nonexpansive (respectively, contractive) if [ ]10 ,K ∈  (respectively, if [ )10 ,K ∈ ) and ( ) 1≤−− yT,xTm ; 
iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀ .                                                                                                                    □ 
 
Note that if ( ) 1≤−− yT,xTm ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀  then  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )DKy,xdKDKy,xdKyT,xTmyT,xTdyT,xTmTy,Txd −+≤−+≤≤≤ −−−−−− 110  
iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀ . Note that a necessary condition for UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  to be a 
nonexpansive (respectively, contractive) −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-mapping is that 
UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈− →:  be a nonexpansive (respectively, contractive) −p cyclic impulsive self-
mapping.  Definitions 2.1 and 2.2 do not guarantee that  UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is −p cyclic although  
UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈− →:  is always cyclic by virtue of the condition 1 of Definition 2.1. Note that the 
condition 4 of Definition 2.1 does not require ( ) DTy,Txd ≥ ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀  and , from the 
conditions 1-2 of Definition 2.1   1+∪⊆ iii AATA . 
  
Definition 2.3. The −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-mapping UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is said to be −p  
cyclic if it is −p semi-cyclic and, furthermore, ( ) DTy,Txd ≥ ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀ .           □ 
 
Definition 2.4. The −p cyclic impulsive self-mapping UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is said to be 
nonexpansive (respectively, contractive) −p cyclic if [ ]10 ,K ∈  (respectively, 
if [ )10 ,K ∈ ), ( ) 1≤−− yT,xTm  and ( ) DTy,Txd ≥ ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀ .                            □ 
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Note that if 0=D , a nonexpansive −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-mapping may be also be 
simultaneously −p cyclic if for iAx∈ , 1+∈ iATx  (instead of 1+∪∈ ii AATx ); pi∈∀ . If the condition 4 
is modified as follows 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )DyT,xTKmy,xdyT,xTKmTy,Txd −−−− −+≤ 1                                                                 (2.1) 
; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀ , then  UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is said to be:  
 
Definition 2.5. UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is strictly −p semi-cyclic if (2.1) holds under the remaining 
conditions as in Definition 2.1.                                                                                                                  □ 
 
Definition 2.6. UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is strictly nonexpansive (respectively, contractive) −p semi-
cyclic if (2.1) holds under the remaining conditions as in Definition 2.2.                                                 □ 
 
Definition 2.7. UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is strictly −p cyclic if (2.1) holds under the remaining 
conditions as in Definition 2.3.                                                                                                                   □ 
 
Definition 2.8. UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is strictly nonexpansive (respectively, contractive) −p  cyclic if 
(2.1) holds under the remaining conditions as in Definition 2.4.                                                                □ 
 
Remark 2.9. Note that if ( ) 1≤−− yT,xTm ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀  then 
( )( ) ( )( )DyT,xTKmDKyT,xTm −−−− −≤− 11 ;  iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀  and this holds if 0=D  
irrespective ( )yT,xTm −− ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀ .                                                                         □ 
 
Thus, one has the following result from Remark 2.9: 
 
Proposition 2.10. Assume that either ∅≠∈I pi iA  or ∅=∈I pi iA and ( ) 10 ≤≤ −− yT,xTm ; iAx∈∀ , 
1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀  . Then, the self-mapping UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is:  
 
(i)    Strictly −p semi-cyclic if it is −p semi-cyclic. 
(ii)  Strictly nonexpansive (respectively, contractive) −p semi-cyclic if it is nonexpansive (respectively, 
contractive) −p semi-cyclic. 
(iii)  Strictly −p  cyclic if it is −p cyclic. 
(iv) Strictly nonexpansive (respectively, contractive) −p cyclic if it is nonexpansive (respectively, 
contractive) −p  cyclic.                                                                                                                           □ 
 
It is of interest the study of weaker properties than the above ones in an asymptotic context to be then able 
to investigate the asymptotic properties of distances for sequences { } +∈ 0Znnx of iterates built through 
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UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  according to nn xTx =+1  for all +∈ 0Zn  and some U pi iAx ∈∈0 as well as the 
existence and uniqueness of fixed and best proximity points.  
 
Lemma  2.11. Consider the −p semi- cyclic impulsive self-mapping UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:   with 
[ ]10 ,K ∈  and define 
 
 ( ) ( ) 1−= −−−− yT,xTmyT,xTm´  , ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )DKxT,xTdKxT,xTm´x kkkkk −+= −−−+ 111δ  
for x and y  in adjacent subsets iA and 1+iA of X for any pi∈ . Then, the  following properties hold: 
 
(i) The sequence ( ){ } +∈−++++ 01, Zkjnpkjnpk xTxTd  is bounded; +∈∀ 0Zk , +∈∀ Zn , { }01∪−∈∀ pj  if  
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ∞<−≤− ∑∑ −+ ∈ −++∈ −+++ j,n,kSi inpjkj,n,kSi inpjkkk xxxT,xTd δδ1                                    (2.2) 
 
+∈∀ 0Zk , +∈∀ Zn , { }01∪−∈∀ pj , where  
 
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )DKxT,xTdKxT,xTm´x kkkkk −+= −−−+ 111δ   ; +∈∀ 0Zk                                               (2.3) 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( ){ }0: 1 >∧+≤∈= −−++−+−++++ xT,xTm´jnpiij,n,kS ijnpkijnpkZ   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( ){ }01: 1 <≤−∧+≤∈= −−++−+−+++− xT,xTm´jnpiij,n,kS ijnpkijnpkZ                         (2.4) 
 
; +∈∀ 0Zk , +∈∀ Zn , { }01∪−∈∀ pj . 
If, furthermore, UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is if −p  cyclic then the lower-bound in (2.2) is replaced with 
( )xT,xTdD kk 1+− . If UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is a nonexpansive −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-mapping 
(in particular, −p  cyclic) then ( ){ } +∈−++++ 01, Zkjnpkjnpk xTxTd  is bounded; +∈∀ 0Zk , +∈∀ Zn , 
{ }01∪−∈∀ pj . 
 
(ii) If, furthermore, If [ )10 ,K ∈  then 
( ) ( )∑ += −++∞→−++++∞→ +≤≤ jnpi inpjknjnpkjnpkn xsuplimDxTxTdsuplim 11,0 δ    
                      ( )( ) ( )( )( ) ∞<−+≤ ∑∑ −+ ∈ −++∈ −++∞→ j,n,kSi inpjkj,n,kSi inpjkn xxsuplimD δδ                  (2.5) 
; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj . If, furthermore, UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is if −p cyclic then the lower-
bound in (2.5) is replaced with D . 
If UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is contractive −p semi-cyclic then ( ) DxTxTdsuplim jnpkjnpk
n
≤≤ −++++
∞→
1,0 ; 
+∈∀ 0Zk ,  { }01∪−∈∀ pj , U pi iAx ∈∈∀ . 
 If UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is contractive −p cyclic then there exists ( ) DxTxTdlim npknpk
n
=+++
∞→
,1 ; 
U pi iAx ∈∈∀ . 
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Proof: Build a sequence of iterates { } Z∈kk xT  according to xTTTxTT kk 11 −−+− =  with xxT =−0 , 
xxTTxT == −+ 000 ,  for any given iAx∈ and any pi∈ that is idTTT === −+ 00  so that  
 ( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )xT,xTdxT,xTm´xT,xTd kkkkkk −−+−−++ +≤ 111 1  
                      ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )DKxT,xTdKxT,xTm´ kkkk −++≤ −−−+ 11 11                                          
                            ( ) ( ) ( )xDKxT,xTdK kkk δ+−+= − 11                                                                        (2.6) 
 
; +∈∀ 0Zk . Through a recursive calculation with (2.2), one gets: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xDKxT,xTdKxT,xTd jnpkjnpkjnpkjnpkjnpk 1211 10 −++−++−++−++++ +−+≤≤ δ  
               ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )xDKxDKKxT,xTdK jnpkjnpkjnpkjnpk 12322 11 −++−++−++−++ +−++−+≤ δδ  
             ( ) ( ) ( )xKDKxT,xTdK.... ijnpkjnpi ijnpkkjnp −+++=−++−+ ∑+−+≤≤ δ1111 1                            (2.7) 
 
; +∈∀ 0Zk , +∈∀ Zn , { }01∪−∈∀ pj . If 1=K  then  
 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )∑∑ −+ ∈ −++∈ −+++−++++ −+≤≤ j,n,kSi ijnpkj,n,kSi ijnpkkkjnpkjnpk xxxT,xTdxTxTd δδ11,0   
                                                                                                                                                              (2.8) 
; +∈∀ 0Zk , +∈∀ Zn , { }01∪−∈∀ pj .Take any +∈ 0Zk , any +∈ Zn and any U pi iAx ∈∈ . 
Since ( )xT,xTd kk 1+  is finite and (2.2) holds it follows that ( ) ∞<≤ +++++ xTxTd jnpkjnpk ,0 1 . If, in 
addition, UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is −p cyclic then the zero lower- bound of (2.5) is replaced with D . If 
UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is −p semi-cyclic (in particular, −p cyclic) nonexpansive then (2.2) always holds 
since ( ) ( )( ) 11 ≤−−+++−+++ xT,xTm ijnpkijnpk , ( ) ( )( ) 01 1 ≤≤− −−++−+−++ xT,xTm´ inpjkinpjk  so that 
 ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) 0≤=− ∑∑∑ −−+ ∈ −++∈ −++∈ −++ j,n,kSi inpjkj,n,kSi inpjkj,n,kSi inpjk xxx δδδ                             (2.9) 
 
if ( ) ( )( ) 11 =−−++−+−++ xT,xTm inpjkinpjk and ( ){ } +∈+++++ 0,1 Zkjnpkjnpk xTxTd  is always bounded; 
+∈∀ 0Zk , +∈∀ Zn , { }01∪−∈∀ pj . Property (i) has been proven. If [ )10 ,K ∈  then  
 ( ) ( ) ( )DKxT,xTdKxTxTd jnpkkjnpjnpkjnpk 1111 1,0 −++−+−++++ −+≤≤  
                                        ( )( ) ( )( )∑∑ −+ ∈ −++∈ −++ −+ j,n,kSi inpjkj,n,kSi inpjk xx δδ                          (2.10) 
 ( ) ( )∑ += −++∞→−++++∞→ +≤≤ jnpi inpjknjnpkjnpkn xsuplimDxTxTdsuplim 11,0 δ                                        (2.11) 
 
If, in addition, UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is −p cyclic then the zero lower- bound of (2.9)-(2.11) is 
replaced with D .  
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If UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is contractive −p semi-cyclic then (2.11) becomes 
( ) DxTxTdsuplim npknpk
n
≤≤ +++
∞→
,0 1  from (2.9). If, in addition, UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is contractive 
−p  cyclic then ( ) DxTxTdsuplimD npknpk
n
≤≤ +++
∞→
,1 ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀  so that there is 
( ) DxTxTdlim npknpk
n
=+++
∞→
,1 ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ . Property (ii) has been proven.                                        □ 
 
The following result establishes an asymptotic property of limits superiors of distances of consecutive 
iterated points which implies that UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is asymptotically contractive the limit 
[ ]( ) ( )( )( )( ) 0120 12 =−∑ ∏−+= −−+−+= +∞→ jnpk kkjnpk in xT,xTmKlim l l ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj   exists.  
In particular, it is not required that ( ) 1≤y,xm for any 1+∈∈ ii Ay,Ax ; pi∈∀   as in  contractive and , in 
general, nonexpansive p - semi-cyclic impulsive self-mappings.   
 
Theorem 2.12. Consider the following generalization of condition 3 of Definition 2.1: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )DKx,TxdKyT,xTdD ii −+≤≤ −− 12                                                                                        (2.12) 
for any  given iAx∈ ; pi∈∀  and define [ ]∏ −== 11pi iKK . Define 
( )( )[ ]( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= ∏ −+ += −−+∈∈ +∈ 11 1 10 pnnpi iinAx xT,xTmmaxsupKKˆ pi i ZU  
                         [ ] ( )( )[ ]( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= ∏∏ −+ += −−+∈∈−= +∈ 11 1 111 0 pnnpi iinAxpi i xT,xTmmaxsupK pk k ZU                                 (2.13)       
such that [ )10 ,Kˆ∈ . Then, the following properties hold: 
 (i) ( ) [ ]( ) ( )( ) DxT,xTm´maxsupK
Kˆ
xT,xTdsuplimD
pk kAx
j
i
jnpjnp
n ⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
−+≤≤
−−+
∈∈
−
= +
−++
∞→ +∈
∏ ll
ll l U
11
0
1
0
01
11
Z
 
                                                                                              ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj           (2.14) 
( ) [ ]( ) ( )x,TxdKˆKxT,xTdD nj ijnpjnp ∏ −= +−++ ≤≤ 1010 l l  
                   [ ]( )( ) [ ]( ) ( )( ) DxT,xTm´maxsupK
Kˆ
KˆKˆK
pk kAx
j
i
n
nj
i ⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎣
⎡
−
−+−+ −−+
∈∈
−
= +
−
= + +∈
∏∏ ll
ll ll l U
11
0
1
0
01
11
Z
     
                                                                                           ; iAx∈∀ , pi∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj         (2.15) 
where 00 =D  if  UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is −p pre-cyclic and DD =0  if UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is 
−p cyclic. 
 
(ii) If, furthermore, there is ( ) R∈−≥ 10ε  such that 
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[ ]( ) ( )( )( )( ) 020 121 1 ε≤−∑ ∏−+= −−+−+−= +∞→ jnpk kkjnpk in xT,xTmKsuplim l l ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj (2.16) 
 
then  
0D ( )xT,xTdsuplim jnpjnp
n
1−++
∞→
≤ ( )01 ε+≤ D  ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj                               (2.17) 
 
Proof: Since [ )10 ,Kˆ∈  , one has through iterative calculation via (2.12) that 
( )Tx,xTd 2 ( ) ( ) ( )( )DKx,TxdKxT,xTm i −+≤ −− 12                                          
                            ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )DxT,xT´mDKxT,xTmx,TxdKxT,xTm ii −−−−−− +−+= 222 1   
……………………………………………………………      
( ) ( )( )[ ] ( )x,TxdKxT,xTmxT,xTd pi iipp ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛≤ ∏ −= −−+− 11 11       
                       ( )( )[ ] [ ]( ) ( )( )( )DxT,xT´mKDKxT,xTm kkpk p k ipi ii −−+−= − −= +−= −−+ ∑ ∏∏ +⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛−+ 120 2 111 11 l l    
……………………………………………………………                                                                      
( ) ( )( )[ ] [ ]( ) ( )x,TxdKKxT,xTmxT,xTd nj ijnpi iijnpjnp ∏∏ −= +−+= −−+−++ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛≤ 1011 11 l l       
( )( )[ ] [ ]( ) [ ]( ) ( )( )( )DxT,xT´mKDKKxT,xTm kkjnpk jnpk inj ijnpi ii −−+−+= −+−= +−= +−+= −−+ ∑ ∏∏∏ +⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛−+ 120 211011 11 l ll l    
; iAx∈∀ , pi∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj                                                                                                     (2.18) 
  
with the convention [ ]( ) 110 =∏−= +l liK ; pi∈∀ . Then, one gets (2.14)-(2.15) and Property (i) has been 
proven. To prove property (ii), use the indicator sets (2.4) and, since ( ) 12 −≥−− xT,xTm´ ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , 
one also gets from (2.12)-(2.13): 
[ ]( )( ) ( )( ) DxT,xT´mKinflimD kkj,n,kSk jnpk i
n
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛+ −−+−∈ −+= +∞→ ∑ ∏−
1
2
2
0 l l      
( )xT,xTdsuplim jnpjnp
n
1−++
∞→
≤ [ ]( )( ) ( )( ) DxT,xT´mKinflim kkj,n,kSk jnpk i
n
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛+ −−+−∈ −+−= +∞→ ∑ ∏−
1
2
2
1l l    
                 [ ]( )( ) ( )( )( )( )⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡ +≤ −−+−∈ −+−= +∞→ ∑ ∏+ xT,xT´mKsuplimD kkj,n,kSk jnpk in 12 211 l l  
                                                                                              ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj           (2.19) 
 and (2.17), and then Property (ii),  follows from (2.16).                                                                        □ 
 
Note from Theorem 2.12, Eq. (2.17) that if 00 == DD , that is ∅≠∈I pi iA , and [ )∞−∈ ,10ε  then 
( ) 01 =∃ −++
∞→
xT,xTdlim jnpjnp
n
; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj from (2.17) since [ )10 ,Kˆ∈ . In this 
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case, UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is an asymptotically contractive −p cyclic (and also −p semi-cyclic 
since 0=D ) self- mapping on the union on intersecting closed subsets of X . A close property follows if 
00 ≠= DD  and 00 =ε  implying from (2.17) that 
 
[ ]( ) ( )( )( )( )∑ ∏−+= −−+−+−= +∞→ −20 121 1jnpk kkjnpk in xT,xTmKsuplim l l  
            [ ]( ) ( )( )( )( ) 0120 121 =−= ∑ ∏−+= −−+−+−= +∞→ jnpk kkjnpk in xT,xTmKlim l l ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj        
and leading to ( ) DxT,xTdlim jnpjnp
n
=∃ −++
∞→
1  such that UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is a contractive 
−p cyclic self- mapping on the union on disjoint closed subsets of X . The above discussion is 
summarized in the subsequent result: 
 
Corollary 2.13. Assume that (2.12) holds with Kˆ defined in (2.13) being in [ )10 , and assume also that: 
[ ]( ) ( )( )( )( )⎟⎟⎠⎞⎜⎜⎝⎛ −−≥>∞ ∑ ∏−+= −−+−+−= +∞→ 1120 1210 ,xT,xTmKsuplimmax jnpk kkjnpk in l lε  
; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj . Then, the following properties hold: 
(i) If ∅≠∈I pi iA  then UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is an asymptotically contractive −p cyclic impulsive 
self-mapping so that there is the limit 
( ) 01 =−++
∞→
xT,xTdlim jnpjnp
n
; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj . 
 
(ii)  If ∅=∈I pi iA , ( ) DTy,Txd ≥ ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀  and  the  following limit exists:  
[ ]( ) ( )( )( )( ) 0120 121 =−∑ ∏−+= −−+−+−= +∞→ jnpk kkjnpk in xT,xTmKlim l l ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj    (2.20) 
then UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is an asymptotically contractive −p cyclic impulsive  self-mapping so that 
the limit 
( ) DxT,xTdlim jnpjnp
n
=−++
∞→
1 ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , { }01∪−∈∀ pj exists.                                                □ 
 
A particular result obtained from Theorem 2.12 follows for contractive −p semi-cyclic and −p  cyclic 
impulsive self-mappings UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: : 
 
Corollary 2.14. Theorem 2.12 holds with 00 =D if UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is contractive −p semi-cyclic 
and with DD =0  if the impulsive self-mapping UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is contractive −p  cyclic provided 
that [ ] [ )1011 ,KK pi i ∈=∏ −= . 
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 Proof: It is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.12 since [ ] [ )1011 ,KK pi i ∈=∏ −=  implies that [ )10 ,Kˆ∈  
since ( ) 1≤−− yT,xTm ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀ .                                                                          □ 
 
Remark 2.15. Note that if UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is a nonexpansive −p cyclic impulsive self-mapping, 
the following constraints hold:  
 ( ) 1≤−− yT,Txm   ; ( ) ( )( ) ( )DyT,TxmDy,xdKyT,TxmD −−−− +−≤ ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀  
 
 , and equivalently,  
  
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )Dy,xdKD DDKy,xKd DyT,Txm −+=−+≥≥ −− 11                                                        (2.21) 
 
implying that 
 
a) ( ) 01 ≥≥ −− yT,Txm  ; iAx∈∀ , 1+∈∀ iAy , pi∈∀  if 0=D , i.e. if the sets iA intersect ; pi∈∀  
b) ( ) 1=−− yT,Txm  if ( ) Dy,xd = ; i.e. for best proximity points associated with any two adjacent 
disjoint  subsets iA , 1+∈ iAy  for pi∈ .                                                                                             □ 
 
Some functions are now defined to evaluate the nonexpansive and contractive properties of the impulsive 
self-mapping UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  which take into account the most general case that the constants in 
Definition 2.1 (3-4) can be generalized to be set dependent and point- dependent leading to a combined 
extended constraint as follows: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )DTx,xKxT,xTmTx,xdxT,xTmTx,xKTx,xTd ii −+≤ −−−− 1222 ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀  (2.22)   
 
so that 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )[ ]( ) ( ) ( )xKˆxT,xTKxT,xTmTx,xKˆ jpi jpijpiijpijpij 111 11 −−= −++−+−++∏=  ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , +∈∀ Zj  
                                                                                                                                                          (2.23) 
 with xTx 0=  and initial , in general, point-dependent value  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )[ ]∏ −= −−−+= 11 110 pi iiiii xT,xTKxT,xTmTx,xKˆ ; U pi iAx ∈∈∀ , +∈∀ Zj                   (2.24) 
 
3. Convergence of the iterations to best proximity points and fixed points 
Important results about convergence of iterated sequences of 2-cyclic self-mappings to unique best 
proximity points were firstly stated and proven in [11] and then widely used in the literature. Some of 
them are quoted here to be then used in the context of this paper. Consider a metric space ( )d,X  with 
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nonempty subsets XB,A ⊂  such that ( ) 0≥= B,AdD . The following basic results have been proven in 
the existing background literature: 
 
Result 1 [11]. Let ( )d,X  be a metric space and let A  and B  be subsets of X . Then, if A  is compact 
and B  is approximatively compact with respect to A  (i.e. ( ) ( )B,ydx,yd n →  as ∞→n  for each 
sequence { } Bx nn ⊂+∈ 0Z  for some Ay∈ ) then ( ){ }By´D´y,xd:AxAo ∈=∈= somefor  and 
( ){ }Ax´Dy,x´d:BxBo ∈=∈= somefor are nonempty.                                                                       □    
 
It is known that if A  and B  are both compact then A ( )B,lyrespective  is approximatively compact 
which respect to B ( )Atorespectwith,lyrespective . 
 
Result 2 [11]. Let ( ),X  be a reflexive Banach space and let A  be a nonempty, closed, bounded and 
convex subset of X  and let B  be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of X . Then, the sets of best 
proximity points oA and oB  are nonempty.                                                                                              □ 
 
Result 3 [11]. Let ( )d,X  be a metric space, let A  and B  be nonempty closed subsets of X and let 
BABAT ∪→∪:  be a −2 cyclic contraction. If either A  is boundedly compact (that is if any bounded 
sequence { } Ax nn ⊂+∈ 0Z  has a subsequence converging to a point of A ) or B is boundedly compact, 
then there is BAx ∪∈ such that ( ) DTx,xd = .                                                                                        □   
 
Remark 3.1.It is known that if XA⊂  is boundedly compact then it is approximatively compact. Also, a 
closed set A of a normed space is boundedly compact if it is locally compact (the inverse is not true in 
separable Hilbert spaces), equivalently, if and only if the closure of each bounded subset AC ⊂  is 
compact and contained in A . If ( )d,X  is a linear metric space, a closed subset XA⊂ is boundedly 
compact if each bounded AC ⊂  is relatively compact. It turns out that if XA⊂ is closed and bounded 
then it is relatively compact and  approximatively compact with respect to itself. It also turns out that if 
( )d,X is a complete metric space and the metric is homogeneous and translation-invariant then ( )d,X  
is a linear metric space and ( ),X  is also a Banach space with  being the norm induced by the 
metric d (note that,  since the metric is homogeneous and translation – invariant, since ( )d,X  is a linear 
metric space, it induces a norm) . In such a Banach space, if XA⊂  is bounded and closed, then A  is 
boundedly compact and then approximatively compact with respect to itself. 
 
Result 4 [11]. Let ( ),X  be a uniformly convex Banach space, let A  be a nonempty closed and convex 
subset of X and let B  be a nonempty closed subset of X . Let sequences{ } Ax nn ⊂+∈ 0Z , 
{ } Az nn ⊂+∈ 0Z and { } By nn ⊂+∈ 0Z  satisfy Dyx nn →−  and Dyz nn →− as ∞→n . Then 
0→− nn xz  as ∞→n .                                                                                                                        □    
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It is known that a uniformly convex Banach space ( ),X  is reflexive and that a Banach space is a 
complete metric space ( )d,X with respect to the norm-induced distance.  
  
Result 5 [11]. If ( )d,X  is a complete metric space,  BABAT ∪→∪:  be a −2 cyclic contraction, 
where A and B are nonempty closed subsets of X , and the sequence { } +∈ 0Znnx  generated  as 
nn Txx =+1 ; +∈∀ Zn  for a given Ax ∈0 , has a convergent subsequence 
{ } { } { } +++ ∈∈∈ ⊂⊂ 000 22 ZZZ nnnnnn xxx kk  in A  then there is BAx ∪∈ such that ( ) DTx,xd = .        □    
  
Sufficiency-type results follow below concerning the convergence of iterated sequences being generated  
by contractive and strictly contractive −p  semi-cyclic self-mappings, which are asymptotically −p  
cyclic, to best proximity or fixed points: 
 
Theorem 3.2. Assume that ( ),X  is a uniformly convex Banach space so that ( )d,X  is also a 
complete metric space if +→× 0: RXXd is the norm -induced metric. Assume, in addition, that 
UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is a −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-mapping, where XAi ⊂ ; pi∈∀ are nonempty, 
closed and convex subsets of X and assume also that 
 
  (1) Either the constraint (2.22) holds subject to (2.23)-(2.24) provided that the limit 
( )( ) 0=
∞→
Tx,xKˆlim n
n
; U pi iAx ∈∈∀  exists  and  ( ) ( ) +∈∈ →× 0: RUU pi ipi i AAm   satisfies the identity: 
 
( )( ) ( )( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]( )( )( ) ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛
−+=
∑ ∏−+= −+ −++= −+−+
−−+−−+
21 21
31
21311
2111 11
pn
npk
pn
ipn
pnpn
n
pnpn
xT,xTKTx,xKˆ
xT,xTm
l l
ε
 
      ( )( ) ( )( )[ ]( ) ( )( )( )( )⎜⎜⎝⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛× ∑ ∏−+= −−+−+ −+= −31 121 1 11 1pn npk kkpn ik kk xT,xTmxT,xTKTx,xKˆ l l  
         ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]( ) ( )( )( )( ) ⎟⎟⎠⎞⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛+ ∑ ∏∑ −+= −−+−+ −+= −−= − 21 121 1 110 1pj jpk kkpj ik kknj jn xT,xTmxT,xTKTx,xKˆ l l              
  (2) For each given iAx∈  for any pi∈ , there is a finite ( ) +∈= 0Zxkk ii  such that 
( )
1+
+
∞→
∈ ixkpn
n
ATinflim i  (i.e. the −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-mapping UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is also 
an asymptotically −p  cyclic one). 
Then, UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is either an asymptotically contractive or a strictly contractive −p semi- 
cyclic impulsive self-mapping and, furthermore, the following properties hold: 
 
(i) The limits below exist: 
( ) ( )( ) DxT,xTdlim jpjnpn
n
=+++
∞→
1 ; iAx∈∀ , ikj∈∀ , pi∈∀                                                                  (3.1)  
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( ) ( )( ) 011 =+++++
∞→
xT,xTdlim ii kpjnkpn
n
; iAx∈∀ , pi∈∀                                                                         (3.2)  
 
where ( )xksupk i
Ax
i
i∈
= ; pi∈∀ . Furthermore, { } innp zxT →+∈Z , { } ( )jinjnp TzxT →+∈+ Z  for any given 
iAx∈  with { } 1+∈+ ∪⊂+ iinjnp AAxT Z ; ikj∈∀ , 1++∞→ ⊂ iknpn AxTlim i , ii Az ∈ , ( ) iji Az ∈ ; 1−∈∀ ikj ,  and 
( )
11 ++ ∈= ikii ATzz i  ; pi∈∀  . The points iz  and 1+iz are unique best proximity points in iA  and 1+iA ; 
pi∀ of UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: and there is a unique limiting set  
ppp kk
p
k)k(
pp
)(
pp
k)k()( A...AzTz,...,Tzz,z,...,zTzz,...,Tzz,z 11
111
1121
1
11
111 ××⊂⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ===== −−         (3.3) 
If ∅≠∈I pi iA  then the p  best proximity points I pj ji Azz ∈∈= ; pi∈∀  become a unique fixed point 
z of UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: . 
 (ii) Assume that the constraint (2.12) holds, subject to either (2.20), or to (2.22), with [ ]∏ −== 11pi iKK  
and [ )10 ,Kˆ ∈  defined in (2.13). Assume that in addition, that for each iAx∈  for any pi∈ , it exists a 
finite ( ) +∈= 0Zxkk ii  such that ( ) 1++∞→ ∈ i
xkpn
n
ATinflim i  with ( )xksupk i
Ax
i
i∈
= ; pi∈∀ .Then, Property (i) 
still holds. 
 
Remarks 3.3. 
(1) Note that if  the self-mapping  UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →:  is  an asymptotic −p  cyclic impulsive one then 
the limiting set (3.3) of Theorem 3.2  can only contain points which are not best proximity points in 
bounded subsets iA  of X  whose diameter is not smaller  than D .                                                     
(2) Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, if UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is, in particular,  a contractive or 
strictly contractive −p  cyclic impulsive self-mapping, then the limiting set (3.3) only contains best 
proximity points, that is, it is of the form ( )pz,...,z,,z 21 . If ∅≠∈I pi iA  then such a set reduces to a 
unique best proximity point I pi iAz ∈∈ .    
(3) Note that Theorem 3.2 can be formulated also for a complete metric space ( )d,X  with an 
homogeneous translation-invariant metric +→× 0: RXXd  being equivalent to a Banach space ( ),X , 
where  is the metric-induced norm,  which is uniformly convex so that  is also a complete . Note that 
such a statement is well-posed since a norm –induced metric exists if such a metric is homogeneous and 
translation-invariant.                                                                                                                                □ 
 
It turns out that Theorem 3.2 and Remarks 3.3 also hold if UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is either a contractive or 
a strictly contractive −p semi-cyclic impulsive self-mapping according to Definition 2.2 or Definition 
2.4 as stated in the subsequent result: 
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Corollary 3.4.  Theorem 3.2 holds, in particular, if UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is a contractive or strictly 
contractive −p  semi-cyclic impulsive self-mapping with [ )10 ,KKi ∈= ; pi∈∀  being a constant in 
(2.22) or (2.32) subject to (2.28) and ( ) ( ) +∈∈ →× 0: RUU pi ipi i AAm being non larger than unity.  
Theorem 3.2 also holds if UU pi ipi i AAT ∈∈ →: is, in particular, a contractive or strictly contractive −p  
cyclic impulsive self-mapping with [ )10 ,KKi ∈= ; pi∈∀  being constant and subject to (2.28) and ( ) ( ) +∈∈ →× 0: RUU pi ipi i AAm  being non larger than unity. In this case, the limiting set (3.3) only 
contains best proximity points, that is, it is of the form ( )pz,...,z,,z 21 .                                        □ 
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